
Kimono Pen Roll

TACCIA's Kimono® Pen Rolls are the most unique and elegant pen keepers available. Crafted in the centuries-old 
silk weaving techniques, designed and sewn in Kyoto, Japan, each Kimono Pen Roll delicately and securely houses 
and protects your most treasured writing instruments. 

The TACCIA Kimono Pen Roll stores multiple (4 or 8) pens. Inspired by the traditional Japanese Kimono robe, each 
Kimono Pen Roll safely tucks your writing instruments in tightly-woven silk or polyester, fastened by a traditional 
rope and hook. 

Kimono Pen Rolls are made with Nishijin Kinran, a traditional Japanese weaving technique that was developed 
and has evolved since the Fifth Century. Nishijin Kinran has been a part of celebration, fashion, and expression 
throughout Imperial Japan, dressing noblemen, samurai, and the societal elite. 

For our Kimono Pen Rolls, we have carefully selected bespoke patterns to add personality to this stunning, 
one-of-a-kind pen case, and to shelter your pens in the most beautiful way possible. 

TACCIA Kimono Pen Rolls are available in the following patterns, in both 4 - and 8-forms: Sakura Night, Sakura 
Festival, Edo Komon and Mosaic.
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Kimono Single Pen Wrap

TACCIA proudly presents the Kimono Pen Wrap, the most unique and luxurious way to easily store, protect, and 
carry your pen collection. 

For centuries, the kimono has been a traditional Japanese robe worn by men, women, and children. Nishijin kimonos, 
with intricate patterns, images, and designs, were made for the very elite, carrying with it status and beauty. 

Carefully crafted the traditional way, in Kyoto, Japan, TACCIA Kimono Pen Wraps are available in Nishijin Collection 
(single and multiple pen wrap) and Chirimen Collection (single pen wrap). 

Nishijin Collection is available in four distinguished patterns, Sakura Night, Sakura Festival, Edo Komon and Mosaic. 
We designed the new size single pen wrap to be 2" wide x 10" long that perfectly fits oversized pens 18mm diameter 
or larger. 

Chirimen Collection is available in Black, Cobalt, Grass and Lilac. The Chirimen Single Pen Wrap size is 1.75" wide x 
10.5" long.   
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